In this paper, a modified Fourier solution based on the first-order shear deformation theory is developed for the free vibration problem of moderately thick composite laminated annular sector plates with general boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential arc supports. In this solution approach, regardless of boundary conditions, the displacement and rotation components of the sector plate are written in the form of the trigonometric series expansion in which several auxiliary terms are added to ensure and accelerate the convergence of the series. Each of the unknown coefficients is taken as the generalized coordinate and determined using the RaleighRitz method. The accuracy and reliability of the present solution are validated by the comparison with the results found in the literature, and numerous new results for composite laminated annular sector plates considering various kinds of boundary conditions are presented. Comprehensive studies on the effects of elastic restraint parameters, layout schemes and locations of line/arc supports are also made. New results are obtained for laminated annular sector plates subjected to elastic boundary restraints and arbitrary internal radial line and circumferential arc supports in both directions, and they may serve as benchmark solutions for future researches.
Introduction
As one of the important structural components, composite laminated annular sector plates have found wide applications as structural members in aerospace, marine and other industries. Notably, these plates frequently work in complex environments and may suffer to arbitrary boundary restraints. In addition, intermediate line/arc supports may be placed to reduce the magnitude of dynamic stresses, static stresses and plate displacements as well as satisfy special functional requirements. Therefore a thorough understanding of the vibration behaviors of composite laminated annular sector plates with general boundary restraints and internal radial line and circumferential arc supports is of great interest for the designers to realize proper and comparatively accurate design of machines and structures.
To deal with the vibration of composite laminated annular sector plates, the plate theory and computational approach, which are two powerful tools, need mastering first. So far, huge amounts of research efforts have been devoted to vibration analysis and dynamic behavior study of plates and an enormous variety of plate theories and computational methods have been proposed and developed. As for the plate deformation theory, a significant number of two-dimensional (2-D) theory and three-dimensional (3-D) elasticity theory are given in previous studies. The commonly used 2-D theories contains the classical plate theory (CPT), the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT), and the higher-order shear deformation theory (HSDT). More detailed information about the progress of this subject can be found in the monographs respectively by Leissa [1] , Qatu [2] , Reddy [3] , and Carrera [4] . The CPT [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] was firstly employed to study various characteristics of thin plates. In view of the fact that CPT ignores the effect of shear deformation through the thickness, it's only suitable for thin plate structures and deserves proper results at low frequency. To eliminate this deficiency, the FSDT was developed then, which assumes constant states of the transverse shear stresses through the plate thickness. There is also a great deal of research on the plate structure on the basis of FSDTs [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Generally, the shear correction factor is used to adjust the transverse shear stiffness as a constant, which differs from the fact that the shear correction factor is determined by the material properties and boundary conditions. Therefore, a theory considering the effects of both shear and normal deformations is developed, which is called HSDTs. In the HSDTs, the shear correction factor is no longer used. Various HSDTs are proposed in literature [24] [25] [26] . Compared with 2-D theories, the 3-D elasticity theory gets rid of all hypotheses, so it can not only provide realistic results but also bring out physical insights. The investigations based on 3-D elasticity theory can be seen in Ref. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, the HSDTs and 3-D elasticity theory introduce mathematical and computational complexities and require more computational demanding compared with those FSDTs. Seeing from the existing literature, we can know that with proper shear correction factor, the first-order shear deformation theory is adequate enough to predict the vibration behaviors of moderately thick plates. In view of this, the first-order shear deformation shell theory is just adopted to formulate the theoretical model in the present work.
Then, let's turn our eye to the computational model of composite laminated annular sector plates, which is the other important tool for us to have a good understanding of structural behaviors. Similarly, huge amounts of analytical and numerical methods for studying the vibration of composite laminated annular sector plates have been proposed and developed. Salehi and Sobhani [17] used the dynamic relaxation numerical method and the finite difference discretization technique for geometrically linear and non-linear elastic analyses of thick composite sector plates. Sharma et al. [18] presented a simple analytical formulation to deal with the eigenvalue problem of buckling and free vibration analysis of shear deformable laminated sector plates which are made up of cylindrically orthotropic layers. Houmat [19] performed large amplitude free vibration of shear deformable laminated composite annular sector plates for clamped boundary condition by finite element method. Andakhshideh et al. [20] extended the generalized differential quadrature method for nonlinear static analysis of laminated sector plates with any combination of clamped, simply supported and free edges. Maleki and Tahani [21] employed the generalized differential quadrature method to study the bending of laminated sector plates with both polar and rectilinear orthotropy. Golmakani and Mehrabian [22] performed the elastic large deflection analysis of axisymmetric ring-stiffened circular and annular general angle-ply laminated plates subjected to transverse uniform load by dynamic relaxation (DR) method. Sharma [23] investigated the free vibration of laminated sector plates with elastic edges by using differential quadrature method. Srinivasanal and Thiruvenkatachari [28] presented an integral equation technique for free vibration analysis of laminated annular sector plates with clamped boundary condition. Ding and Xu [29] using the finite Hankel transform to study the axisymmetric vibration of laminated f laminated annular plates composed of transversely isotropic layers. Xu [30] presented a new state space formulations for the free vibration of circular, annular and sectorial plates are established by introducing two displacement functions and two stress functions. Malekzadeh et al. [31] used differential quadrature method to analyze the free vibration analysis of thick laminated annular sector plates with simply supported radial edges and arbitrary boundary conditions on their circular edges. Lately, Malekzadeh et al. [32] employed a three-dimensional hybrid method to study the dynamic response of thick laminated annular sector plates with simply supported radial edges and a radially distributed line load. Fantuzzi et al. [33] employed strong form finite elements to conduct the free vibration study of laminated arbitrarily shaped plates including a quarter of an elliptic plate, a parabolic plate and an annular sector plate.
From the above review, it's not hard to see that each method and technique can be only applied to a particular type of classical boundary conditions, i.e., simplysupported supports, clamped boundaries and free edges. In such case, constant modifications of the solution procedures and corresponding computation codes are required to deal with different boundary conditions. And it could also become a very tedious work and result in repetitive programming and a huge computational cost because the boundary conditions of a laminated annular sector plates cannot always be classical in practical engineering applications. A variety of possible boundary restraining cases, including classical boundary conditions, elastic restraints and their combinations may be encountered in the engineering practices. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, the free vibration characteristics of the composite laminated annular sector plates with general boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential supports have not been investigated yet. Therefore, it is necessary and of great significance to develop a unified, efficient and accurate formulation which is capable of universally dealing with composite laminated annular sector plates with general boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential supports.
Recently, a modified Fourier series technique proposed by Li [34, 35] is widely used in the vibrations of plates and shells with general boundary conditions by Ritz method, e.g., . Therefore, the present work can be considered as an extension of the method and attempts to provide a unified solution method for the free vibrations of composite laminated annular sector with general boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential supports. Concretely, to derive the theoretical formulation, in addition to the modified Fourier series method, the Ritz procedure and the artificial spring boundary technique are also introduced. The artificial spring boundary condition is adopted to simulate the general boundary condition and the Hamilton's principle based on the firstorder shear deformation theory is used to derive the motion equation and related boundary equations. Each component of displacements and rotations of those structures, regardless of the form of the plates and boundary conditions, is expressed as a modified Fourier series, which is constructed as the linear superposition of a standard Fourier cosine series supplemented with auxiliary polynomial functions. The auxiliary polynomial functions are introduced to eliminate all the relevant discontinuities with the displacement and its derivatives at the edges and to accelerate the convergence of series representations. The accuracy and reliability of the current solutions are confirmed by comparing the present results with those available in the literature, and numerous new results for composite laminated annular sector with elastic boundary restraints, internal radial line and circumferential supports are presented. The effects of the elastic restraint parameters, layout schemes, number of lamina and locations of line/arc supports are also studied and reported. Figure 1 shows a laminated annular sector plate with thickness h, inner radius a, outer radius b, width R of plate in the radial direction and sector angle ϕ. The geometry and dimensions are defined in an orthogonal cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z). A local coordinate system s, θ, z is also shown in the Fig. 1(a) , which will be used in the analysis. Since the main focus of this paper is to develop a modified Fourier solution for the vibration analysis of composite laminated annular sector plates with general boundary conditions, thus, in order to satisfy the request, the artificial spring boundary technique [49, 50, 62, 68 ] is adopted here (seen in Fig. 1(b) ), in which three groups of linear springs (ku, kv, kw) and two group of rotational springs (K R , K θ ) are restrained at every edge of the plate to simulate the given boundary conditions. The stiffness values of these boundary springs can be selected from zero to infinity, and through this operation, different boundary forces can be simulated and imposed on the mid-plane of plate. For instance, when the spring stiffness is set substantially larger than the plate bending rigidity, the clamped boundary condition (C) is essentially realized. Specifically,
Theoretical formulations

Description of the model
, r_0 and r_1) are used to indicate the rigidities (per unit length) of the boundary springs at the boundary θ = 0, θ = ϕ, s = 0 and s = R, respectively, see Fig. 1(b-c) .
For the sake of brevity, the layers of the laminated plates are made from the same composite material and of equal thickness. The included angle between the material coordinate of the k ′ th layer and the r-axis of the plate is denoted by α, and Z k and Z k+1 indicate the distances from the undersurface and the top surface of this layer to the referenced plane (as shown in Fig. 1(c-d) ).
Kinematic relations and stress-strain relations
The assumed displacement field for the composite laminated annular sector plates based on first-order shear deformation plate theory can be written as follows:
where u 0 , v 0 and w 0 denote the displacements of corresponding point on reference surface in the r, θ and z directions, respectively. ψr and ψ θ are the rotations of normal to the reference surface about the r and θ direction, respectively, and t is the time. According to the assumption of small deformation and the linear strain-displacement relation, the strain components of functionally graded circular, annular and sector plates can be written as below:
where the membrane strains, denoted by ε 
According to the Hooke's law, the corresponding stress-strain relations of the functionally graded circular, annular and sector plates can be written as:
in which σr and σ θ are the normal stresses in the r, θ direction, τ rθ , τrz and τ θz are shear stresses in the r, θ and z in the orthogonal cylindrical coordinate system. Q k ij (i,j =1, 2, 4-6) are the lamina stiffness coefficients [56] , which are found from following equations:
Where α k is the fiber orientation angle between the principal direction of the kth orthotropic lamina layer and the r-directions. The Q ij are the plane-stress reduced elastic constants in the material axes of the kth orthotropic lamina: 12 ), the present analysis can be readily used to analyze isotropic annular sector plates with general boundary conditions ,internal radial line and circumferential supports. By carrying the integration of the stresses over the cross-section, the force and moment resultants can be obtained:
where Nr, N θ and N rθ are the in-place force resultants, Mr, M θ and M rθ are moment resultants, Qr, Q θ are transverse shear force resultants. κ is the shear correction coefficient and is taken as κ=5/ 6. Performing the integration operation in Eqs. (7) and (8), the force and moment resultants can be written as: 
where A ij , B ij and D ij are the extensional, extensionalbending coupling, bending stiffness, and they are respectively expressed as
in which N denotes the amount of the laminas. It should be noted that for the sector plates which are symmetrically with respect to their middle surface, B ij = 0.
Energy expressions
The strain energy (Us) of the functionally graded circular, annular and sector plates during vibration can be define as 
Substituting Eqs. (4), (9), (10) and (11) into Eq. (13), the strain energy expression of the structure can be written in terms of middle plane displacements and rotations. 
The corresponding kinetic energy (T) function of the laminated annular sector plates can be given as:
Substituting u, v and w from Eq (1) into Eq. (17) and performing the integration with respect to z results in
where
As mentioned in 2.1, to simulate the typical boundary condition, each edge of the plate is restrained by five groups of artificial boundary springs (ku, kv, kw; K R , K θ ). And the implement of different boundary force on the midplane of the plate is realized by assigning the spring stiffness with various values, which can be from zero to infinity.
Therefore, the deformation strain energy (Usp) stored in the boundary springs during vibration can be defined as:
Governing equations and boundary conditions
The governing equations and boundary conditions of a functionally graded annular sector plates can be obtained by applying the Hamilton's principle. The Lagrangian functional (L) of the plates during vibration can be expressed in terms of the energy expressions as:
Substituting Eqs. (14)- (20) into Eq. (21) and applying the Hamilton's principle:
yields: 
Integrating by parts to relieve the virtual displacements δu 0 , δv 0 , δw, δ ψr and δ ψθ we have:
Since the virtual displacements δ u0 , δ v0 , δw, δ ψr and δ ψθ are arbitrary, the Eq. (24) can be satisfied only if the coefficients of the virtual displacements are zero. Thus, the governing equations of the functionally graded annular sector plates are obtained as
Similarly, the general boundary conditions can be written as:
Admissible displacement functions
Because of its simplicity and high accuracy, Rayleigh-Ritz method is widely used in the vibration analysis of structural elements as a very powerful tool. In the RayleighRitz method, the solutions can be obtained by minimizing the energy functional with respect to the coefficients of the admissible functions. So how to choose the proper admissible functions is the core of study, for it plays the biggest factor in determining the accuracy and stability of the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
The main purpose of the present study is to provide an efficient solution capable of dealing with general boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential supports. To satisfy the request, the displacement and rotation components of the sector plate, regardless of boundary conditions, are invariantly expressed as a new form of trigonometric series expansions in which several supplementary terms are introduced to ensure and accelerate the convergence of the series expansion:
Amn cos λ Rm s cos λ ϕn θ
Bmn cos λ Rm s cos λ ϕn θ
Cmn cos λ Rm s cos λ ϕn θ
Dmn cos λ Rm s cos λ ϕn θ
Emn cos λ Rm s cos λ ϕn θ As mentioned above, the potential discontinuities of the original displacements and their derivatives existed in the plate domain can be eliminated by the supplementary terms introduced in the Fourier series, which can accelerate the convergence of the results. According to Eq. (25) , there are two derivatives at most in the displacement components, which means that at least two-order derivatives of the admissible functions are required to satisfy the continuities of any point on the plate. To satisfy such requirements, the following simple auxiliary functions are selected:
It is easy to verify that
Similar conditions exist for the θ-related polynomials ζ 1 b (θ)and ζ 2 b (θ). Though these conditions are not necessary, they, which can be regarded as the first-order derivatives of the displacement function at the edges, make the one-dimensional Fourier series expansions understandable. Thus the two-dimensional series are formed into residual displacement functions that at least one continuous derivative with respect to s-and θ-directions exists. The series expansion given in Eq. (27) 
Solution procedure
The coefficients of the admissible functions are to be determined after establishing the admissible displacement functions and energy functions of the plate. Substituting Eqs. (1)- (12) and Eqs. (14)- (20) into Eq. (21) and performing the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure with respect to each unknown coefficient, the motion equation of plate can be yielded and is given in the following matrix form:
K ij and M ij (i, j =u, v, w, Ψr and Ψ θ ) are the submatrixes of global stiffness and mass matrices, and the elements of the typical matrices Kuu and Muu are given in Appendix A.
To obtain the frequencies (or eigenvalues) of composite laminated annular sector plates, only solve the Eq. (30) directly. And further by substituting the corresponding eigenvectors into series representations of displacement and rotation components, the corresponding mode shapes can be yielded.
Numerical results and discussion
In this section, a systematic comparison between the current solutions and theoretical results published by other researchers is carried out to validate the excellent accuracy, reliability and feasibility of the present method. Furthermore, the effects of elastic restraint parameters, layout schemes and locations of radial line supports are also reported. New results are obtained for laminated annular sector plates subjected to elastic boundary restraints and arbitrary internal radial line and circumferential arc supports in s and θ directions. The discussion is arranged as: Firstly, the boundary conditions of the sector plate are defined in terms of boundary spring parameters; Secondly, convergence of the modified Fourier solution is tested; Thirdly, the composite laminated annular sector plates with various classical boundary conditions, elastic boundary conditions and their combinations are studied; Then, the effect of layout schemes is reported; Finally, free vibration characteristics of composite laminated annular sector plates with arbitrary internal radial line and circumferential arc supports are analyzed, and the influence of the locations of line supports on the frequency parameters is also studied.
Determination of the boundary spring stiffness
In this paper, virtual springs applied on the boundaries of the structures are used to simulate the practical boundary forces and displacement, where the general boundary conditions for the structure are achieved. General boundary conditions can be simply obtained by setting desired stiffness of the springs. For example, a clamped boundary conditions (C) can be obtained by setting the stiffness of all the springs to be infinitely large value compared with the rigidities of the structures. In the solution procedure, the "infinitely large" number, which cannot be calculated, is replaced by a finite but large enough number. Therefore, it is necessary to study the influence of the spring stiffness on the modal characteristic of the plate.
In the first example, effects of elastic boundary restraint parameters on the frequency parameters Ω = ωb 2 The considered boundary condition is completely free at boundaries s= 0, s= R, and clamped at boundary θ = 0, while at edge θ = ϕ, the plates are elastically supported by only one group of spring component with stiffness varying from 10 −8 D to 10 10 D. From Figs. 2-3 , it is observed that the frequency parameters ∆Ω increase as the stiffness parameters increase in the certain range. It is obvious that the active ranges of stiffness parameters vary with the change of boundary springs. Therefore, the completely clamped boundary conditions of a sector plate can be realized by assigning the boundary spring stiffness to 10 8 D.
In the following discussion, the results of vibration characteristics including the frequencies and the modal shapes of the composite laminated sector plate are presented. The boundary conditions considered here includes various classical boundary conditions, general boundary conditions and the combinations of both the two kinds of boundary conditions. The spring stiffness parameter corresponding to three kinds of classical boundary conditions and three kinds of general elastic boundary conditions which are commonly used in the practical situation for To test the appropriateness of this definition, namely, express the classical boundary conditions in terms of boundary spring parameters, several numerical examples will be conducted in later sub-sections. For reasons of brevity, a brief letter string is used to express the boundary condition of the laminated annular sector plate, such as FCSC denotes the annular sector plate with F, C, S and C boundary conditions at boundaries s = 0, θ = 0, s= R and θ = ϕ, respectively. Unless otherwise stated, the natural frequencies of the laminated annular sector plates are expressed in the non-dimensional parameters as Ω = ωb 2 
Convergence study
In this sub-section, the convergence of composite laminated annular sector plates with different boundary conditions is studied. 
Composite laminated annular sector plates with various boundary conditions
In this sub-section, composite laminated annular sector plates with various boundary conditions and structure parameters are investigated. First, a verification study is made to validate the accuracy and reliability of the present method. The results reported by Sharma [14] are adopted herein as the reference. And the Numerous new results are presented in Tables 3,  4 and 5 for composite laminated annular sector plates with a variety of boundary conditions including clamped boundary, simple-support boundary, free boundary and their combinations. These results may serve as benchmark solutions for potential readers. In Table 3 In addition, it also can be seen from the table that the augmentation of the thickness-to-radius makes frequency As we all know, a variety of possible restraint conditions are usually encountered in engineering applications, but the corresponding vibration analysis is quite scarce. Therefore, the composite laminated annular sector plates subjected to general elastic restraints, are studied in the last example. The first six nondimension frequency Ω of laminated annular sector plates with classical-elastic restraints (CE variations of the laminated annular sector plates subjected to elastic restraints and classical-elastic restraints with different lamination schemes are more complex. Form the Table 6 and 7, it is also obvious that the lamination schemes have significant effect on the frequency of the laminated annular sector plates. Some mode shapes for CE 3 CE 3 , and E 3 E 3 E 3 E 3 laminated annular sector plates are depicted in
Figs. 6-7.
Parameters study
In a composite lamina, fibers are the principal load carrying members. By appropriately arranging the fiber directions in the layers of a laminated plate, special functional requirements can be satisfied. Owing to the practical importance, the influence of fiber orientations on the vibration characteristics of composite laminated annular sector plates is investigated in this part. In Fig. 8 all the mode frequency parameters of the plate decrease with the included angle α increasing. And there is little variation in frequency parameters of the 4th modes. From Fig. 2(b) , the results show that the 4th mode frequency parameter first remains unchanged and then declines.
As the last case of this section, the influence of the number of layers on the fundamental frequency parameters of a laminated annular sector is investigated. In Figs. 9 and 10, the variation of the lowest four frequency parame- Figs. 3 and 4 , the frequency parameters of the plate increases rapidly and may reach their crest around n = 5 (10 layer), and beyond this range, the frequency parameters remain unchanged. In such a case, the laminated annular sector can be treated as an orthotropic annular sector plate.
Composite laminated annular sector plates with internal line/arc supports
In the engineering application, the composite laminated annular sector plates are often restrained by internal radial lines and circumferential arc supports to reduce the magnitude of dynamic and static stresses and displacements of the structure or to satisfy special architectural and functional requirements. The study of the vibrations of moderately thick, composite laminated annular sector plates is an important aspect in the successful applications of these structures. However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, no researches dealing with the free vibration characteristics of the composite laminated annular sector with general boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential supports have been reported. Thus, in this part, the present formulations are applied to investigate the free vibration behaviors of composite laminated annular sector plates with internal line/arc supports and arbitrary boundary conditions. As shown in Fig. 7 , the composite laminated annular sector plates is restrained by arbitrary internal radial line and circumferential arc supports. r i and θ j represent the position of the ith and jth internal radial line and circumferential arc supports along the r-and θ-directions, respectively. The displacement fields in the position of the line support satisfy w(r i , θ, t) = 0 and w(r, θ j , t) = 0. This condition can be readily obtained by introducing a group of continuously distributed linear springs at the location of each line/arc support and setting the stiffnesses of these springs equal to infinite (which is represented by a very large number, 10 8 D). Thus, the potential energy (P rals ) stored in these springs is For an annular sector plate with elastic restraints on the edges as well as the internal radial line and circumferential arc supports, the potential energy P rals stored in the line/arc supported springs should be considered as part of the Lagrangian energy function (Eq. (21)). Adopting the Rayleigh-Ritz rule, the characteristic equation of the structure can be obtained easily. Eleven types of edge conditions used in the investigation are: C-C, S-S, F-C, C-F, F-S, S-F, S-C, C-S,
It is obvious that the frequency parameters of the sector plate significantly are affected by the position of the radial line support, and this effect varies with the edge conditions. And for different modes, the effects of radial line support location are quite different. For the sake of completeness, variation of the lowest three mode frequency parameters Ω of the considered sector plate with unsymmetrically lamination schemes ([0 ∘ /90 ∘ ]) against the radial line support location parameter θ 1 /ϕ are presented in Fig. 13 . Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 13 , we can see that the influence of the line/arc support location on the frequency parameters varies with lamination schemes and boundary conditions. Since the vibration results for internal radial line and circumferential arc supported moderately thick composite laminated annular sector plates with arbitrary boundary conditions are very limited in the literature, some new results are calculated here, which can be used for benchmark results by researchers as well as reference datum for practicing engineers. In Table 9 
Conclusions
In this investigation, a modified Fourier solution based on the first-order shear deformation theory is applied to solve the free vibration problems of moderately thick composite laminated annular sector plates with general boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential arc supports. Each of displacements and rotations of composite laminated annular sector plate with any type of boundary conditions, is expressed by a modified Fourier series, in which auxiliary polynomial functions are supplemented to a standard Fourier cosine series. The introduction of these auxiliary functions contributes to eliminating the relevant discontinuities of the displacement function and its derivatives at the edges and accelerating the convergence of series. Raleigh-Ritz procedure is used to obtain the exact solution based on the energy functions of the laminated annular sector plate. The excellent accuracy and reliability of the current solutions are confirmed by comparing the present results with those available in the literatures, and numerous new results for composite laminated annular sector plate with various classical cases, classical-elastic restraints, elastic boundary conditions, internal radial line and circumferential arc supports are presented, which can serve as the benchmark solution for other computational techniques in the future research. The effects of elastic restraint parameters, layout orientations, number of layers and locations of line/arc supports are also investigated and reported. 
